Evolved physiological responses of phytoplankton to their integrated growth environment
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Phytoplankton growth and productivity relies on light, multiple nutrients and temperature. These combined factors constitute the ‘integrated growth environment’. Since their emergence in the Archaean ocean, phytoplankton have experienced dramatic shifts in their integrated growth environment and, in response, evolved diverse mechanisms to maximize growth by optimizing the allocation of photosynthetic resources (ATP and NADPH) among all cellular processes. Consequently, co-limitation has become an omnipresent condition in the global ocean. Here we focus on evolved phytoplankton populations of the contemporary ocean and the varied energetic pathways they employ to solve the optimization problem of resource supply and demand. Central to this discussion is the allocation of reductant formed through photosynthesis, which we propose has the following three primary fates: carbon fixation, direct use and ATP generation. Investment of reductant among these three sinks is tied to cell cycle events, differentially influenced by specific forms of nutrient stress, and a strong determinant of relationships between light-harvesting (pigment), photosynthetic electron transport and carbon fixation. Global implications of optimization are illustrated by deconvolving trends in the 10-year global satellite chlorophyll record into contributions from biomass and physiology, thereby providing a unique perspective on the dynamic nature of surface phytoplankton populations and their link to climate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ocean biology has had a profound effect on atmospheric chemistry and global climate since the emergence of phototrophic life on the Earth more than 3 Gyr ago. Climate is, in turn, a powerful controlling factor for ocean biology. The biology–climate link functions primarily through the uptake and release of radiatively important compounds (e.g. CO₂, CH₄, dimethyl sulphide). The active interface between the atmosphere and deep sea is the surface photic layer, where sufficient light penetrates to support net phytoplankton primary production. This thin veneer of the ocean exports billions of tons of carbon to the subphotic zone each year, prevents significant degassing of CO₂ to the atmosphere in upwelled waters, releases sulphur compounds that play an important role in cloud formation, emits powerful greenhouse gases and alters the distribution of solar energy within the water column, to name just a few important functions. All of these impacts are traceable to the biomass and activity of this upper layer’s biology. Climate controls this distribution and activity of biomass through its effect on growth-limiting factors for phytoplankton (light, temperature and nutrients). The climate–biology link functions through cloud-driven changes in incident light, spatio-temporal variability in vertical nutrient transport (wind mixing, eddy pumping, upwelling, etc.) and fluctuations in atmospheric dust deposition that alter ocean iron budgets and nitrogen fixation, again to name just a few mechanisms.

The intimate connection between the biology of the photic zone and the climate is becoming ever more apparent with the availability of accurate satellite ocean colour data, which allow a limited set of biological properties to be derived on a regular basis, globally. An example of this relationship is shown in figure 1, where monthly anomalies in globally integrated water-column chlorophyll concentrations (i.e. integrated to the 1% light level) for the permanently stratified oceans are compared with simultaneous changes in surface sea-surface temperatures (SST). The striking aspect of this figure is that a single climatically driven physical property can capture nearly all of the net chlorophyll variability over the 10-year record. This relationship has been further expanded to show that variations in chlorophyll and SST are also spatially correlated and that the time-series changes in SST are coupled to parallel changes in upper ocean thermal stratification (Behrenfeld et al. 2006a). An important aspect to recognize about global chlorophyll distributions, however, is that they express variability in both biomass and physiology. Distinction between these two sources of variability is a prerequisite for fully understanding the biology–climate link and its implications on primary production, ecosystems and carbon cycling.
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As with the other articles in this issue, our contribution focuses on photosynthetic organisms, their immediate physical environment and their atmosphere–climate link. In our case, however, the perspective is the present-day ocean, rather than the deep past, and our focus is the question, ‘After billions of years of evolution, what physiological strategies emerged in phytoplankton allowing their contemporary proliferation and what role does physiology play in observed climate–ocean biology relationships (e.g. figure 1)?’ At the very heart of this question is the issue of how phytoplankton respond to changes in the key growth-limiting environmental factors: nutrients and light. We address this issue by first considering characteristics of the upper ocean growth environment and then, building from specific laboratory results, identify fundamental photosynthetic and metabolic pathways evolved in response to these conditions. These physiological adaptations and acclimations strongly influence relationships between pigment (chlorophyll) concentrations, photosynthesis and carbon fixation. Accordingly, we conclude this discussion by revisiting the satellite chlorophyll record with an expanded interpretation encompassing climate-driven changes in upper ocean growth conditions and concurrent physiological responses.

Important terminology. Throughout this article, ‘photosynthesis’ is distinguished from ‘carbon fixation’. We consider photosynthesis to be the production of ATP and NADPH by the photosynthetic electron transport (PET) chain and refer to these two products as ‘photosynthate’. By contrast, carbon fixation will refer to the use of photosynthate by the Calvin cycle to concentrate, at least to first order. If a cell invests too much resource into photosynthetic machinery and cellular components for acquiring nutrients from the environment, then too little remains for growth and division. Conversely, if all new resources are dedicated to growth and division, the rate of nutrient and light acquisition will be slow and thus an impediment to division.

2. THE INTEGRATED GROWTH ENVIRONMENT AND OPTIMIZATION
Phytoplankton growth in the photic zone is never limited by a single environmental factor, although in many cases a particular resource can be identified as overwhelmingly more important than all others (e.g. light at depth or iron in high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll—HNLC—regions). Lately, recognition of simultaneous stresses has popularized discussions on ‘co-limitation’ (Price & Morel 1991; Morel et al. 1994; Bertrand et al. 2007; Saito et al. 2008). In a sense though, phytoplankton growth is always concurrently constrained by every essential environmental resource that requires energy and/or reductant to acquire or concentrate. The global distribution of four such growth constraints is illustrated in figure 2. Each of these resources can exist at levels in nature that place demands on photosynthate supplies. For example, while we do not often think of carbon as being growth limiting, energy is expended even at the average environmental concentration to elevate intracellular CO₂ to levels that allow the key Calvin cycle enzyme, rubisco, to operate primarily as a carboxylase rather than as an oxygenase. Likewise, reduced nitrogen forms are often subsaturating for growth and require resources to acquire, concentrate, reduce and assimilate. Physiological strategies for acquiring iron can place additional demands on photosynthates. Consequently, artificial enhancement of any photosynthate-requiring resource must infallibly stimulate growth, although in many cases such responses are too small to easily detect. Nevertheless, the universal condition of co-limitation implies that phytoplankton everywhere are challenged with balancing photosynthate supplies with variable demands. The summed influence of these factors comprises the ‘integrated growth environment’ and it is to this multifactor environment that natural phytoplankton populations are acclimated.

In addition to the physical and chemical factors regulating phytoplankton growth, ecosystem properties also play a vital role through the selective consumption of phytoplankton and subsequent recycling of nutrients. Indeed, the entire phytoplankton carbon biomass of the global ocean is lost (grazing, sinking, lysis) on average every 2–6 days (Behrenfeld & Falkowski 1997) and, for many species in the permanently stratified oceans, life expectancy of an individual is often only a day. Given this impending demise, reproduction before death is certainly the penultimate metric of success, and in the often nutrient-impoverished surface layer of the ocean this implies that physiological strategies that either reduce division time (e.g. through changes in stoichiometry or efficiency) or extend life expectancy (e.g. morphological changes to reduce predation) are of supreme evolutionary value.

Together, the integrated growth environment and ‘ecological pressure to divide’ give rise to the ‘optimization problem’, which can be thought of as a resource cost-benefit issue where the resource of interest is photosynthesize (ATP and NADPH) and the objective is cell division. Optimization is easy enough to conceptualize, at least to first order. If a cell invests too much resource into photosynthetic machinery and cellular components for acquiring nutrients from the environment, then too little remains for growth and division. Conversely, if all new resources are dedicated to growth and division, the rate of nutrient and light acquisition will be slow and thus an impediment to division.

Figure 1. SeaWiFS-based monthly anomalies in photic zone chlorophyll for the permanently stratified oceans (average temperature greater than 15°C) between 1997 and 2007 (black circles) and coincident low-latitude SST anomalies (°C; grey circles). See Behrenfeld et al. (2005) for details on data analysis.
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Through a regulated investment approach, the optimization solution(s) emerge(s) as the strategy (or set of strategies) that minimize(s) the time increment between divisions. This concept of resource allocation is fundamental to many current models of steady-state and dynamic photoacclimation (Shuter 1979; Geider et al. 1996, 1998; Flynn 2001) and has profound implications on elemental stoichiometry (Sterner & Elser 2002).

Beyond this rather cursory view, optimization solutions evolved over the millennia are as diverse as the growth constraints they address. Some solutions are macroscopic, involving changes in cell size, shape or vacuolization. Others have been revolutionary biochemical advances, such as the evolution of high-affinity iron transporters, carbon-concentrating mechanisms and the C₄ pathway. More often, optimization involves subtle single-component substitutions that improve efficiency or reduce cellular demands for a particular limiting factor (e.g. flavodoxin replacing ferredoxin). Also important have been new metabolic pathways for converting reductant (NADPH, NADH, etc.) into ATP. Our objective here is not to review each and every one of the mechanisms involved in optimization, but rather to investigate specifically how adaptations to the integrated growth environment influence the coordination of metabolic and photosynthetic activities and are ultimately expressed through variations in photosynthesis–carbon fixation relationships.

3. PATTERNS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Phytoplankton net primary production (NPP) can be defined as diurnal photosynthesis minus diel respiration or, alternatively, as the daily production of organic carbon formed through photosynthesis and available for heterotrophic consumption (Lindeman 1942). NPP is an essential ecological property related to the uptake of CO₂ from the environment and the sustenance and carrying capacity of higher trophic level biomass. The best assessment of NPP is the product of phytoplankton carbon biomass and growth rate. Unfortunately, these two variables are not readily determined with sufficient accuracy in the field, so alternative measures have been developed. The most important of these techniques is the ¹⁴C method first introduced by Einer Steemann-Nielsen in 1951. Relating ¹⁴C-based carbon fixation rates to ocean NPP, however, requires an understanding of how physiological acclimations to the integrated growth environment are expressed in ¹⁴C-uptake variability.

¹⁴C measurements in the field take two basic forms, 12- to 24-h in situ or simulated in situ incubations and short-term (20 min–2 h) carbon fixation–irradiance (CI) measurements. From a physiological perspective, the latter of these two is generally more insightful. Measured CI relationships exhibit a few common features (e.g. figure 3a). At low light levels, carbon fixation increases linearly with increasing light at a rate (α) proportional to the concentration of photosynthetically active pigment in the sample (Steemann Nielsen &
Mechanism by which nutrients, or any other factors, alter light-saturation indices, thereby regulating the light-saturated maximum rates of carbon fixation, such that the light-saturation index, $E_k$, changes. In $E_k$-dependent behaviour, changes in $P_{\text{max}}$ and $\alpha$ are coupled, such that $E_k$ is constant.

At higher light, carbon fixation achieves a light-saturated maximum rate ($P_{\text{max}}$) that reflects electron transport capacities downstream of oxygen-evolving photosystem II (PSII). The ratio of $P_{\text{max}}$ to $\alpha$ is referred to as the light-saturation index ($E_k$: units of irradiance). Evaluation of field CI data reveal two primary categories of behaviour, termed ‘$E_k$-dependent’ (figure 3a) and ‘$E_k$-independent’ (figure 3b) variability (Behrenfeld et al. 2004). $E_k$-dependent variability results from uncoupled adjustments in $P_{\text{max}}$ and $\alpha$ that alter $E_k$. The physiological mechanisms responsible for this behaviour are generally well understood and involve acclimation strategies aimed at maximizing gross photosynthesis under variable light conditions. $E_k$-independent variability involves parallel changes in $P_{\text{max}}$ and $\alpha$ that essentially leave $E_k$ unaltered. The mechanistic basis for $E_k$-independent behaviour is largely unresolved.

Figure 3. Two basic categories of variability in CI relationships. (a) $E_k$-dependent behaviour involves uncoupled changes in the light-saturated ($P_{\text{max}}$) and light-limited ($\alpha$) rates of carbon fixation, such that the light-saturation index, $E_k$, changes. In (b) $E_k$-independent behaviour, changes in $P_{\text{max}}$ and $\alpha$ are coupled, such that $E_k$ is constant.

$E_k$-dependent variability represents a critical shortfall in our overall understanding of phytoplankton ecophysiology, as this behaviour often dominates CI variability across vast ocean areas and over a wide temporal range (hours to seasons; Behrenfeld et al. 2004). Nutrient stress has been implicated as an important driver for $E_k$-dependent variability at the broader scale and time scales (Côté & Platt 1983; Platt et al. 1992; Behrenfeld et al. 2004), although other factors have been suggested (Côté & Platt 1983; Claustre et al. 1997). What is missing is a mechanism by which nutrients, or any other factors, cause $E_k$-independent behaviour. In §§4–6, we propose such a mechanism.

**4. Plants are not animals**

The title of this section may seem inexcusably obvious, but when it comes to understanding phytoplankton metabolism and optimization it makes an important point: the photoautotrophic lifestyle is much different from a heterotroph’s in terms of sources for reductant (sunlight and water versus preformed organic material) and energy (photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport versus respiration alone). Perhaps most importantly and in contrast to heterotrophs, metabolic activities in plants that transform pre-existing carbon substrates into other forms (e.g. synthesizing lipids from carbohydrates, nucleic acids from amino acids, etc.) do not have to rely on ATP and/or reductant produced from the oxidation of organic matter, but rather can draw directly from solar energy using the principal products of PET. In other words, photosynthesize (ATP and NADPH) does not have to pass through a carbon form before being used by the cell. While this concept is not novel, it is often overlooked and is proposed here as a key to understanding $E_k$-independent behaviour.

To begin this discussion, we revisit the results from an earlier laboratory experiment (ProMolec) with the globally relevant, oceanic oxyphotobacterium, Prochlorococcus (strain PCC 9511; Steglich et al. 2001; Behrenfeld et al. 2004; Bruyant et al. 2005; see part I of the electronic supplementary material). The ProMolec study involved cocystat cultures acclimated for 15 days to a smooth 12-h diel light cycle with a peak noon irradiance of 970 μmol quanta m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. $^{14}$C-based CI relationships (20-min incubations) revealed strong and highly correlated cycles in both the light-limited and light-saturated rates of carbon fixation (i.e. $E_k$-independent behaviour; figure 4a). The most striking feature was a sudden and drastic (64% and 71%) drop in carbon fixation capacity immediately after noon (figure 4a). This shift did not correspond to any significant change in electron transport rates within the photosynthetic membranes (Behrenfeld et al. 2004). Photosynthesis was light saturated throughout all but the first and last hours of the photoperiod (average $E_k=220$ μmol quanta m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$). Diurnal downregulation of PSII was a smooth inverse function of incident light (Bruyant et al. 2005). This ‘photoinhibition’ phenomenon lacked any pronounced noon feature and was of sufficiently small magnitude (of the order of 20–30%) to be easily compensated by increased turnover rates within the remaining functional PSII pool (Kok 1956; Weinbaum et al. 1979; Heber et al. 1988; Leverenz et al. 1990; Behrenfeld et al. 1998; see part II of the electronic supplementary material). The ProMolec results thus reveal that $E_k$-independent behaviour is not due to processes at the level of the photosystems, but rather to the varied fate of photosynthates (ATP and NADPH) once formed.

Data shown in figure 4a represent carbon-fixing capacities, not actual carbon fixation rates. Carbon fixation rates are calculated by applying the CI data to
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ambient light levels (filled circles in figure 4b). These carbon fixation rates can then be compared with cellular carbon accumulation rates calculated for each 2-h measurement period using CHN and flow cytometric data (open circles in figure 4b; Behrenfeld et al. 2004). In this comparison, carbon accumulation rate is positive during the day (i.e. net production) and negative during the night (first due to cell division and then mobilization of carbon reserves; figure 4b).

The critical feature in figure 4b is that \(^{13}\)C-based carbon fixation is, on average, 62% higher than the rates of carbon accumulation for the first half of the photoperiod and then matches carbon accumulation only after the drastic midday drop. The obvious question is, ‘Why?’

To answer this question, we first need a bit more information regarding the ProMolec culture. The 15-day pre-acclimation period resulted in a highly synchronized culture with respect to the cell cycle, with cells dividing during the first half of the night (Bruyant et al. 2005). This synchronization led to a highly ordered sequence of metabolic events, initiated during the second half of the night by Calvin cycle gene transcription (e.g. \(\text{rbcL}_c\); Behrenfeld et al. 2004) and subsequent translation, as reflected by enhanced carbon-fixing capacities prior to sunrise (figure 4a) and contributing to the rise in cellular N:C ratios from the consumption of carbon-rich storage products (filled circles in figure 4c). Between sunrise and noon, photosynthates were primarily directed towards carbon fixation to support amino acid synthesis. After noon, photosynthetically fixed carbon was redirected to carbohydrate synthesis (Behrenfeld et al. 2004), resulting in a lowering of N:C ratios (figure 4c). Concurrently, the dominant cell cycle phase transitioned from G1 to S (chromosome replication), which persisted through the afternoon (i.e. S-phase duration is relatively conserved in Prochlorococcus at 4.7 ± 1.1 hours, followed by a G2 phase of the order of 2 hours; Burbage & Binder 2007; figure 4c). With this additional information, we can now evaluate the metabolic link between the cell cycle, the midday drop in carbon fixation rates and the divergent relationships between carbon fixation and accumulation.

Linear PET generates ATP and NADPH in a 3:2 or slightly lower ratio (figure 5). Formation of glycer-aldehyde-3-phosphate (‘GAP’ or ‘triosephosphate’), the export product of the Calvin cycle, consumes ATP and NADPH at a ratio of 3:2. While one might marvel at this beautiful match between product formation and consumption, it actually presents a serious problem to the cell: it leaves no ATP or NADPH for any other cellular activities. The ProMolec data reveal that the solution to this ‘ATP–reductant crisis’ varies with the dominant metabolic activities occurring at a given time. And this is the key to the question posed above regarding matches and mismatches between carbon fixation and cellular carbon accumulation.

During the first half of the photoperiod of the ProMolec experiment, amino acid synthesis was the dominant metabolic activity. Amino acids are created from five intermediate products of glycolysis and the citric acid cycle (figure 5a; Coruzzi & Last 2000). GAP is the initial substrate for amino acid synthesis in the light and the process yields a net production of ATP and NAD(P)H (see part III of the electronic supplementary material). Amino acid synthesis also liberates CO\(_2\), such that only a fraction of the carbon originally fixed by the Calvin cycle is ultimately retained in the final amino acid products (figure 5a). This CO\(_2\) release causes cellular carbon to accumulate more slowly than the rate at which CO\(_2\) is fixed, but it does not fully account for the divergence between carbon fixation and accumulation observed during ProMolec in the first half of the photoperiod (figure 4b).

The discrepancy implies that some of the GAP formed in the morning is consumed by export processes (figure 5a). This export product of the Calvin cycle, consumes ATP and NADPH at a ratio of 3:2. While one might marvel at this beautiful match between product formation and consumption, it actually presents a serious problem to the cell: it leaves no ATP or NADPH for any other cellular activities. The ProMolec data reveal that the solution to this ‘ATP–reductant crisis’ varies with the dominant metabolic activities occurring at a given time. And this is the key to the question posed above regarding matches and mismatches between carbon fixation and cellular carbon accumulation.

During the first half of the photoperiod of the ProMolec experiment, amino acid synthesis was the dominant metabolic activity. Amino acids are created from five intermediate products of glycolysis and the citric acid cycle (figure 5a; Coruzzi & Last 2000). GAP is the initial substrate for amino acid synthesis in the light and the process yields a net production of ATP and NAD(P)H (see part III of the electronic supplementary material). Amino acid synthesis also liberates CO\(_2\), such that only a fraction of the carbon originally fixed by the Calvin cycle is ultimately retained in the final amino acid products (figure 5a). This CO\(_2\) release causes cellular carbon to accumulate more slowly than the rate at which CO\(_2\) is fixed, but it does not fully account for the divergence between carbon fixation and accumulation observed during ProMolec in the first half of the photoperiod (figure 4b).

The discrepancy implies that some of the GAP formed in the morning is consumed by export processes (figure 5a). This export product of the Calvin cycle, consumes ATP and NADPH at a ratio of 3:2. While one might marvel at this beautiful match between product formation and consumption, it actually presents a serious problem to the cell: it leaves no ATP or NADPH for any other cellular activities. The ProMolec data reveal that the solution to this ‘ATP–reductant crisis’ varies with the dominant metabolic activities occurring at a given time. And this is the key to the question posed above regarding matches and mismatches between carbon fixation and cellular carbon accumulation.

During the first half of the photoperiod of the ProMolec experiment, amino acid synthesis was the dominant metabolic activity. Amino acids are created from five intermediate products of glycolysis and the citric acid cycle (figure 5a; Coruzzi & Last 2000). GAP is the initial substrate for amino acid synthesis in the light and the process yields a net production of ATP and NAD(P)H (see part III of the electronic supplementary material). Amino acid synthesis also liberates CO\(_2\), such that only a fraction of the carbon originally fixed by the Calvin cycle is ultimately retained in the final amino acid products (figure 5a). This CO\(_2\) release causes cellular carbon to accumulate more slowly than the rate at which CO\(_2\) is fixed, but it does not fully account for the divergence between carbon fixation and accumulation observed during ProMolec in the first half of the photoperiod (figure 4b).

The discrepancy implies that some of the GAP formed in the morning is consumed by export processes (figure 5a). This export product of the Calvin cycle, consumes ATP and NADPH at a ratio of 3:2. While one might marvel at this beautiful match between product formation and consumption, it actually presents a serious problem to the cell: it leaves no ATP or NADPH for any other cellular activities. The ProMolec data reveal that the solution to this ‘ATP–reductant crisis’ varies with the dominant metabolic activities occurring at a given time. And this is the key to the question posed above regarding matches and mismatches between carbon fixation and cellular carbon accumulation.

During the first half of the photoperiod of the ProMolec experiment, amino acid synthesis was the dominant metabolic activity. Amino acids are created from five intermediate products of glycolysis and the citric acid cycle (figure 5a; Coruzzi & Last 2000). GAP is the initial substrate for amino acid synthesis in the light and the process yields a net production of ATP and NAD(P)H (see part III of the electronic supplementary material). Amino acid synthesis also liberates CO\(_2\), such that only a fraction of the carbon originally fixed by the Calvin cycle is ultimately retained in the final amino acid products (figure 5a). This CO\(_2\) release causes cellular carbon to accumulate more slowly than the rate at which CO\(_2\) is fixed, but it does not fully account for the divergence between carbon fixation and accumulation observed during ProMolec in the first half of the photoperiod (figure 4b).

The discrepancy implies that some of the GAP formed in the morning is consumed by export processes (figure 5a). This export product of the Calvin cycle, consumes ATP and NADPH at a ratio of 3:2. While one might marvel at this beautiful match between product formation and consumption, it actually presents a serious problem to the cell: it leaves no ATP or NADPH for any other cellular activities. The ProMolec data reveal that the solution to this ‘ATP–reductant crisis’ varies with the dominant metabolic activities occurring at a given time. And this is the key to the question posed above regarding matches and mismatches between carbon fixation and cellular carbon accumulation.
eukaryotic phytoplankton, their combined ATP and reductant provides the fuel necessary for all other cell activities and thus solves the ATP–reductant crisis for *Prochlorococcus* in the morning.

The drastic midday drop in carbon fixation capacity during ProMolec corresponded to the second phase of the cell cycle and a switch in the dominant product of carbon fixation from amino acids to carbohydrates (figure 4). Carbon products accumulated during G1 are used during the S-phase (e.g. polymerization of nucleotides). These activities require significant ATP and reductant, but no de novo amino acid synthesis (Vaulot 1995 and references therein). The simultaneous shift to carbohydrate synthesis creates a problem, however, as it generates neither ATP and NADH nor CO$_2$ (figure 5b). This new ATP–reductant crisis is solved by redirecting photosynthate away from the Calvin cycle and using it directly (figure 5b). The ProMolec data indicate that this direct photosynthate sink can be remarkably large, amounting to at least 65% of the photosynthate produced during the afternoon (this is a ‘minimum’ estimate because it assumes that all photosynthate is used for carbon fixation during the morning). Dedicating the remaining 35% of photosynthate to carbohydrate synthesis has an additional important ramification. Since none of the carbon in GAP is respired, carbohydrate synthesis yields a close match between rates of carbon fixation and cellular carbon accumulation (figure 4b).

From the above considerations, an explanation emerges that $E_s$-independent variability at the diel scale arises in part from temporal shifts in the allocation of photosynthate between carbon fixation and direct use and from differences between dominant synthetic pathways in the fraction of carbon retained from the new Calvin cycle products (GAP). Pathways with low carbon retention have high ATP and reductant yields, allowing photosynthate to be heavily invested into carbon fixation. When these pathways dominate, carbon fixation (filled circles in figure 4b) correlates with total photosynthesis, but is poorly correlated with cellular carbon accumulation (open circles in figure 4b). Conversely, pathways with high carbon retention allow only a fraction of total photosynthate to
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Figure 5. Comparison of dominant metabolic pathways during (a) amino acid and (b) carbohydrate synthesis. Photosynthesis generates ATP and NADPH (green box). (a) During amino acid synthesis, most of this photosynthate enters the Calvin cycle to produce glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GAP), which is the initial substrate for the 20 amino acids. The process generates reductant (yellow circles with ‘$+$’), ATP (pink circles with ‘$P$’) and CO$_2$ (blue circles), while some steps also consume ATP and reductant (red arrows). In prokaryotes, the citric acid cycle is incomplete between 2-oxoglutarate and succinyl-CoA (green dashed arrow). Some lipids are also produced during amino acid synthesis but not storage carbohydrates. (b) During carbohydrate synthesis, the glycolytic pathway is downregulated and photosynthate is used directly for other cell activities (blue box). 3-PGA, 3-phosphoglyceric acid; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate. For simplicity, histidine, which is synthesized from PRPP, is not shown in this figure, but is another important pathway for generating ATP and reductant at the expense of GAP, while releasing CO$_2$. 
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*eukaryotic phytoplankton*...
be invested in carbon fixation. When these pathways dominate, carbon fixation is well correlated with carbon accumulation, but not total photosynthesis (figure 4b).

5. SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Section 4 draws attention to an important aspect of a photoautotroph’s supply and demand problem: photosynthesis must supply ATP and reductant for all cellular activities, not just carbon fixation. This problem is solved by either generating ATP and NAD(P)H from GAP metabolism (e.g. during amino acid synthesis) or by investing only a fraction of photosynthate into carbon fixation and directly using the remaining photosynthate for other activities. The second important supply and demand problem not addressed by these solutions is matching the production ratio of ATP and reductant to cellular requirements. As suggested above, this production ratio is a function of both the yield from linear PET and the yield from parallel carbon metabolism. In the case of amino acid synthesis, ATP and reductant are provided at a ratio closer to 1:1 than 3:2. On the other hand, during carbohydrate formation, these products are provided directly from photosynthesis at the 3:2 ratio, with no additional input from the metabolism of new carbon compounds. In neither case does this production ratio necessarily match cellular needs. To balance overall supply and demand, therefore, phytoplankton have evolved multiple mechanisms for generating ATP, often at the expense of reductant. These processes contribute to $E_R$-independent behaviour.

The ATP:reductant supply-to-demand ratio is easily balanced at night by respiratory electron transport, which uses NAD(P)H to form ATP. In prokaryotes, photosynthetic membranes are employed for this respiration, while in eukaryotes it occurs in both the mitochondria and the chloroplasts. During daylight hours when light is saturating (i.e. most of the day in the surface ocean), photosynthetic membranes are less available for respiratory electron flow, creating a particular problem for prokaryotes. Specifically, PET is limited downstream of PSII either by a particular PET component (plastoquinone (PQ), cytochrome $b_6f$, plastocyanin (or cyt 553), photosystem I (PSI)) or by the supply of substrate (NADP$^+$). Under such conditions, PSII turnover is limited by the oxidation rate of plastoquinol (PQH$_2$), causing light absorption by PSII to exceed use for photochemistry and creating a condition favourable to photoinhibition. Any additional respiratory electron flow to the PQ pool from NAD(P)H would consequently exacerbate the PSII turnover problem. We propose that multiple thylakoid pathways are engaged that balance ATP:reductant supply and demand while bypassing any need for respiratory electron flow into the PQ pool.

One of the simplest solutions for enhancing ATP:reductant yields is a thylakoid water–water cycle, whereby electrons generated from water by PSII are returned to water after being used for proton pumping across the thylakoid membrane (figure 6a). The most thoroughly studied water–water cycle is the Mehler reaction (Asada 1999), which transfers electrons derived from water by PSII back to water.
on the downstream side of PSI through an intermediate step involving ferredoxin and creates a trans-thylakoid proton gradient for ATP synthesis (figure 6a). However, the Mehler reaction can create damaging oxygen radicals (Miyake & Asada 2003). A ‘safer’ water–water cycle in prokaryotes might thus entail the direct transfer of electrons from plastocyanin to water via the same membrane-bound terminal oxidase as involved in night-time respiration (figure 6a).

Another potentially important pathway for generating ATP in the light using PET components is cyclic electron flow around PSI. In this pathway, ferredoxin reduced by PSI transfers electrons to the PQ pool through a membrane-bound Fdx-PQ oxidoreductase, which then transfers them to cytochrome bd, plastocyanin and back to PSI (Malkin & Niyogi 2000; figure 6b). Like respiratory electron flow, this pathway too represents a flow of electrons into the PQ pool that exacerbates the PSI turnover problem under saturating light. We propose that, in addition to downregulating PSII and upregulating non-photocatalytic quenching, photoautotrophs have evolved a profitable solution to this condition: they employ ‘midstream’ terminal oxidases (MOXs) to augment ATP synthesis using electron flow from PSII. Two examples of these midstream PQ oxidases are PTOX and cytochrome bd, and they transfer electrons directly from the PQ pool to water (Pils & Schmetterer 2001; Berry et al. 2002; Peltier & Cournac 2002; Hart et al. 2005; Bailey et al. in press). This short water–water cycle reduces PSI photoinhibitory stress and contributes to a transmembrane proton gradient for ATP synthesis through water splitting at PSI (note, protons entering the PQ pool do not contribute to a transmembrane gradient because they are used by MOX for O₂ reduction; figure 6b). In this view, therefore, ATP synthesis from PSII cyclic electron flow is only half the story. The more complete version is that low ATP:reductant demands favour coordinate linear electron flow through PSII and PSI, while high ATP:reductant demands decouple PSII and PSI electron flow to create two distinct pathways, each supporting ATP production. The basic nature of this ‘decoupled ATP configuration’ is illustrated in figure 6b.

In eukaryotes, an additional group of mechanisms exists that generate ATP from NADPH and are referred to as ‘substrate shuttles’. These pathways transfer reducing power from the chloroplast, through the cytosol, and into the mitochondria in a sort of ‘bucket brigade’ manner. One such shuttle involves the substrate couple, malate and oxaloacetate (Heber 1974; Heldt et al. 1990; Raghavendra et al. 1994; Hoefnagel et al. 1998; Peltier & Cournac 2002). Currently, substrate shuttles are viewed as a minor component in overall ATP synthesis.

6. BASIC PRINCIPLES AND IMPLICATIONS

Earlier we stated that variability in ¹⁴C-based CI relationships can be divided into two categories: Eₚ-dependent and Eₚ-independent behaviours (§3). We then proposed that the formerly unresolved basis for Eₚ-independent behaviour can now be attributed to specific metabolic processes that decouple carbon fixation from photosynthesis. In summary, cellular pigment concentration for a given light climate is proportional to the summed demand for photosynthetically generated ATP and reductant, which itself represents the optimization solution for a particular integrated growth environment. Carbon fixation, on the other hand, is only one of multiple sinks for this ATP and reductant. The relative fraction of photosynthate dedicated to carbon fixation is determined by the following four primary factors: (i) the demand for new carbon products relative to ATP and reductant demand, (ii) the ATP and reductant yield of parallel carbon metabolism, (iii) the requirement for storage products, and (iv) the differences in the production and demand ratios for ATP and reductant. Eₚ-independent behaviour, therefore, is predominantly the consequence of these four factors causing changes in the ratio of carbon fixation to photosynthesis or, equivalently, carbon fixation per unit pigment.

The primary factors driving Eₚ-independent behaviour are themselves functions of multiple cellular and environmental determinants. In §4, we used results from the laboratory ProMolec experiment to describe how phases of the cell cycle and switching between amino acid and carbohydrate synthesis influence ATP and reductant production and use over the diurnal cycle. These concepts can be extended to the much broader space and time scales under which Eₚ-independent behaviour is expressed by considering the wide variety of integrated growth conditions that exist in the global oceans, for example:

(i) Growth rate. Increased growth rate involves shortening of the G1 cell cycle phase, while the duration of and energetic demands for division (S + G2 + M) remain relatively conserved. The optimization solution for rapid growth is to increase carbohydrate synthesis during the division phase to provide ATP and reductant for the subsequent G1 phase (i.e. a short-lived carbon pool). Slow growth allows photosynthetic capacity to be closely matched to division phase requirements, while prolonged G1 allows a greater fraction of photosynthate to be consumed directly. At the extreme, cell maintenance consumes essentially all photosynthates as growth rate (and by definition, NPP) approaches zero.

(ii) Resource acquisition. Variations in external bioavailable essential resources (e.g. figure 2a–d) alter requirements for membrane-bound transporters (amino acid demanding components) and ATP demands for operating these transporters (i.e. changing the ATP-reductant demand ratio).

(iii) Photoperiod. Increased day length decreases demands for storage products and increases direct consumption of photosynthates.

Additional factors contributing to Eₚ-independent behaviour include unique physiological responses to specific types of nutrient stress (see below) and the
influence of accessory pigments on chlorophyll-specific carbon fixation rates. This later taxonomically dependent factor, however, is generally not a major source of $E_k$-independent variability in the field (Côté & Platt 1983; Behrenfeld et al. 2004).

Our proposed basis for $E_k$-independent behaviour focuses on the relative role of carbon fixation in overall cellular metabolism and photosynthesis; considers unique attributes of energy and reductant acquisition involved in the photoautotrophic lifestyle; and provides a mechanism through which nutrient constraints contribute to observed variability in carbon fixation efficiencies (e.g. via growth rate and resource acquisition). Important practical implications of this interpretation are the following:

(i) $^{14}$C-uptake does not measure NPP. The relationship between $^{14}$C uptake and NPP is dependent on the duration of the $^{14}$C incubation and the four factors responsible for $E_k$-independent behaviour identified above. In general, deviation of $^{14}$C uptake from NPP increases as growth rate increases.

(ii) $^{14}$C-uptake does not measure photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is the light-driven production of ATP and reductant by the PET chain. The fraction of photosynthate invested into carbon fixation varies with the four factors controlling $E_k$-independent behaviour. In general, deviation of $^{14}$C uptake from photosynthesis increases as growth rate decreases.

(iii) Light-saturated photosynthesis is not determined by the Calvin cycle capacity. It is often assumed that the light-saturated rate of photosynthesis is limited by the enzymatic capacity of the Calvin cycle, particularly rubisco (e.g. Sukenik et al. 1987; MacIntyre & Geider 1996), but carbon fixation is only one of multiple sinks for photosynthate. Instead, photosynthetic capacity is tuned to the cell’s overall capacity to use photosynthate and thus substrate turnover (NADP$^+$ and ADP) limits light-saturated photosynthesis.

(iv) Field carbon biomass and growth rate data are needed. NPP is best measured as the product of phytoplankton carbon biomass and growth rate, but such data are difficult, at best, to collect in the field and highly controversial. Resolving methodological and technological issues to allow routine phytoplankton carbon and growth rate measurements will contribute greatly to our understanding of ocean productivity.

7. NUTRIENTS

Availability of nutrients (C, N, P, Si, Fe, etc.) in the surface ocean has varied tremendously over geological time scales and continues to vary widely over space and time in the contemporary ocean. Phytoplankton have evolved diverse strategies to cope with this variability, some physiological and some more ‘holistic’. At the community level, for example, low nutrient environments favour species with high surface-to-cytoplasm ratios, both giving an advantage to small cells and creating an evolutionary motive for adopting non-spherical shapes and internal vacuoles (figure 7). In addition to increasing surface area:cytoplasm ratios, vacuolization has the added benefits of influencing grazing pressure (a larger cell is less suitable for micrograzer consumption) and enabling luxury nutrient uptake, which can stabilize growth rates when nutrient supply is episodic or prolong population expansion when external nutrients diminish.

In §6, we highlighted some of the general physiological consequences of nutrient stress that give rise to $E_k$-independent variability across the full...
spatio-temporal spectrum. In this section, we expand upon this role of nutrients by considering some unique aspects of nitrogen, carbon and iron availability.

(a) Nitrogen

Fixed inorganic nitrogen in the Archaean and early Proterozoic oceans was scarce and only increased substantially following the proliferation of nitrogen-fixing diazotrophs. From this point until the explosion of oxygenic photosynthesis, reduced nitrogen available to phytoplankton was primarily in the form of ammonium (Falkowski & Raven 1997). Nitrification evolved after the formation of free O$_2$ in the ocean and yielded NO$_3$ and NO$_2$ as the dominant inorganic nitrogen forms (Falkowski & Raven 1997). In the contemporary ocean, multiple forms of reduced nitrogen are available to phytoplankton (NH$_3$, NO$_3$, NO$_2$ and organic nitrogen), but their summed concentration is highly variable over space and time and an important determinant of phytoplankton biomass globally.

Physiologically, the total concentration of nitrogen is not as important as its form and daily allotment per cell (which is independent of biomass or total N concentration). NH$_3$ is the primary nitrogen form supporting phytoplankton in the recycling-based communities of permanently stratified ocean regions, while NO$_3$ is essential in regions supporting significant algal blooms. Energetically, NH$_3$ is preferential to NO$_3$, as the former requires only one NAD(P)H or ferredoxin and one ATP for assimilation into glutamate, while the latter requires nine reductants and one ATP (Coruzzi & Last 2000). During the day, these substrates are provided directly from photosynthesis and thus the form of nitrogen used influences both the ATP:reductant demand ratio and the photosynthesis:carbon fixation ratio, thereby contributing to $E_k$-independent variability.

(b) Carbon

Carboxylation of ribulose-1,5-biphosphate (RuBP) by rubisco in the early Earth was probably unlimited by the availability of CO$_2$, leading to the evolution of a rubisco with particularly low substrate affinity ($K_m = 20–100$ mM; Cooper et al. 1969; Badger et al. 1998). Rubisco, however, can also catalyse the oxidation of RuBP and this reaction, termed 'photorespiration', became significant following the development of oxygenic photosynthesis. Loss of valuable carbon and ATP to photorespiration created an evolutionary motive for improving the CO$_2$ affinity of rubisco, but even in extant forms these improvements are minor and oxygenase activity persists (Badger et al. 1998; Tortell et al. 2000). Consequently, all rapidly growing oxygenic photoautotrophs now employ CO$_2$-concentrating mechanisms (CCMs) that elevate intracellular CO$_2$ to levels where rubisco functions primarily as a carbonylase, not an oxygenase. CCMs require resources to construct and ATP to operate. Thus, while inorganic carbon is generally not a primary limiting factor for phytoplankton growth, it is a resource-requiring aspect of the integrated growth environment that influences optimization.

The requirement for CCMs has fluctuated over the Earth's history and occurs when CO$_2$ concentrations are low relative to O$_2$. Prior to the Phanerozoic (ca 542 Myr ago), CO$_2$ was probably only low during extreme glaciation events (snowball Earth) of the Cryogenian and Ediacaran (ca 850–542 Myr ago). During the Phanerozoic, the O$_2$:CO$_2$ ratio exceeded the theoretical threshold predating CCM evolution in photosynthetic organisms (estimated by von Caemmerer & Furbank 1999) on two occasions (figure 8). While there is no direct evidence that either phytoplankton or vascular plants evolved CCMs during the Carboniferous (359–299 Myr ago), an increase in the $^{13}$C signature of bulk marine organic matter in the late Eocene (ca 50 Myr ago) suggests reduced photosynthetic discrimination and is consistent with the operation of CCMs (Falkowski et al. 2005).

In phytoplankton, concentrating CO$_2$ involves either the biophysical accumulation of bicarbonate (via ion pumping or facilitated CO$_2$ transport) or the biochemical production of an organic four carbon intermediate (i.e. C$_4$ photosynthesis; Reinfelder et al. 2004). Whole-cell kinetic studies show that prokaryotic and eukaryotic species accumulate inorganic carbon to intracellular concentrations 10–1000 times greater than their external milieu (Burns & Beardall 1987; Dixon & Merrett 1988; Merret 1990; Colman & Rotatore 1995; Rotatore et al. 1995; Korb et al. 1997; Nimer et al. 1998; Wolf-Gladrow et al. 1999). In most prokaryotes, CCMs include both an ATP-requiring active transport system for bicarbonate (via a HCO$_3^-$ uniport and a Na$^+$/HCO$_3^-$ symport) and an NADH-requiring CO$_2$ uptake system that converts CO$_2$ to bicarbonate intracellularly, although some species appear to lack this latter system (e.g. Prochlorococcus; Badger & Price 2003). Bicarbonate accumulation in the cytoplasm is thought to have an ATP:HCO$_3^-$ or NADH:CO$_2$ cost ratio of 1 (but see Ritchie et al. 1996). This ATP demand for CCM operation can be supplied directly by thylakoid pathways described in §5.
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Iron (figure 6), including the pseudocyclic pathway (Mehler; Miller et al. 1988; Sültemeyer et al. 1993). Rubisco levels are also elevated under low CO2 conditions to overcome slow catalytic rates (Tortell et al. 2000), representing an additional resource cost to the cell.

The widespread occurrence of CCMs and their mechanistic diversity indicates that inorganic carbon availability is a physiologically relevant property of the integrated growth environment. While the resource requirements for CCMs logically imply that extracellular CO2 levels impact phytoplankton growth rates and optimization, these effects have not been consistently observed in the few field CO2 manipulation studies conducted (Tortell et al. 1997, 2000). For example, growth rates of the diatom Skeletonema increased 40% upon doubling pCO2 in one experiment, while the co-occurring diatom Nitzschia exhibited no apparent response (Moore et al. 2006). In Synechococcus, doubling pCO2 (380–750 ppm) increased growth rates by 15% and increased inventories of cellular carbon and nitrogen (Fu et al. 2007). Similar results were obtained for the N2-fixing cyanobacterium, Trichodesmium, where both growth and nitrogen fixation rates increased when pCO2 doubled (Hutchins et al. 2007).

c. Iron

In the primordial ocean, iron availability was not a problem. In the contemporary ocean, it is. Iron was readily available in the reducing environment of early Earth and is an effective redox agent, so it was widely integrated into core electron transport components (Raven 1988, 1990; Falkowski & Raven 1997). For example, a single copy of each PET component involved in linear electron transport from water to NADPH requires 24 Fe atoms (Michel & Pistorius 2004). The advent of this incredible oxygenic photosynthesis system, however, had the unfortunate side effect of altering the Earth so profoundly that it threatened not only the existence of its inventor, but all other life. Oxygen is toxic to anaerobic organisms, while oxygenation of the ocean drastically reduced the solubility of Fe. In combination, these two consequences of oxygenic photosynthesis surely created one of the strongest biologically instigated evolutionary drivers in the Earth’s history.

Iron remains a primary limiting factor for phytoplankton production over broad ocean regions (Martin & Fitzwater 1988; Coale et al. 1996; Boyd et al. 2000; Tsuda et al. 2003; Behrenfeld et al. 2006b) and may restrict nitrogen fixation (Falkowski 1997). Physiological responses to low iron include employment of photosynthetic-demanding high-affinity iron transporters, substitution of mobile iron-requiring PET components (plastocyanin for cytochrome b6f and flavodoxin for ferredoxin; Geider & La Roche 1994; Straus 1994) and downregulation of membrane-bound PET components in rough proportion to their iron requirement (Sandmann 1985; Vassiliev et al. 1995; Ivanov et al. 2000). This latter response, termed ‘retrenchment’, thus reduces PSI more severely than cytochrome b6f, which itself is diminished relative to PSII. Such stoichiometric shifts alter the rate-limiting step for PET (Sandmann 1985; Greene et al. 1992; Vassiliev et al. 1995; Belkhodja et al. 1998; Ivanov et al. 2000; Morales et al. 2001), have the overall net effect of making iron stress equivalent to limitation by photosynthetic availability, and decrease pigment-specific efficiencies for photosynthetic reductant formation. Under high macronutrient levels, iron stress has the additional important consequence of stimulating the synthesis of special pigment–protein complexes that appear largely disconnected from PSII or PSI (Reithman & Sherman 1988; Vassiliev et al. 1995; Park et al. 1999; Morales et al. 2001; Sandström et al. 2002; Michel & Pistorius 2004; Behrenfeld et al. 2006b). Accordingly, these complexes lower chlorophyll-specific photosynthetic and carbon fixation efficiencies and represent a specific nutrient-stress response that yields Ei-independent variability through changes in the pigment:photosynthesis relationship, rather than the ATP/reductant-based changes in photosynthesis:carbon fixation relationship discussed in §§4–6. A final intriguing consequence of iron stress that deserves attention is the peculiar stoichiometric shift in PSII and PSI. Specifically, retrenchment invariably causes an apparent overexpression of PSI. A potential explanation for this is that PSI can achieve substantially faster turnover rates than PSII, so the iron stress response simply implies a shift in relative turnover for the two photosystems. This explanation, however, raises the question of why PSI (and cytochrome b6f) is overexpressed when iron is not limiting? One possibility is that the additional PSI allows enhanced cyclic electron transport when iron is abundant. But this idea raises its own issue of how phytoplankton deal with balancing ATP:reductant supply and demand when iron is low. As an additional complication, field investigations of diel cycles in variable fluorescence properties indicate that PET is rate limited at or downstream of cytochrome b6f under iron-limiting conditions (Behrenfeld et al. 2006b). Consequently, overexpression of PSII not only appears as a waste of iron (each functional PSII requires three Fe atoms) but also risks severe photoinhibition when light is saturating, yet phytoplankton in HNLC waters often exhibit lower midday photoinhibition relative to non iron-stressed cells under similar light levels (Behrenfeld & Kolber 1999).

One potential explanation for this long list of apparent contradictions is that the enhanced PSII levels under low iron actually serve an important function, namely ATP synthesis. As described in §5, midstream PQ-oxidases exist in thylakoid membranes that create a short water–water cycle allowing ATP synthesis without the iron-demanding downstream components, cytochrome b6f and PSI. Thus, the classical retrenchment effect of elevated PSI:PSII ratios may simply represent a mechanism by which phytoplankton capitalize on the low Fe requirements of PSII and the MOXs (two Fe per complex) to balance ATP supply and demand in the absence of normal PSI levels. If this is the case, might it not also be that these PQ-oxidases (e.g. PTOX, cyt bd) represent an evolutionary consequence of vanishing iron during the original ‘oxygen crisis’?
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Geider et al. 1996, 1998; Flynn 2001), with losses in growth rate roughly proportional to the difference between the adopted chlorophyll--I$_g$ relationship and the 1/I$_g$ curve (figure 9).

In stark contrast to low light conditions, cellular chlorophyll concentrations exceed the 1/I$_g$ curve at high light and often exhibit a clear and significant plateau (figure 9; Behrenfeld et al. 2002). This minimum chlorophyll level (Chl$_{min}$) under saturating light is dictated by the following three factors: (i) the total cellular demand for photosynthesis ($P_{max}$ electrons time$^{-1}$), (ii) the minimum electron turnover time of PSII ($t_{PSII}$) and PSI ($t_{PSI}$), and (iii) the minimum pigment content necessary for effective light absorption and energy transfer ($a_{min}$).

Chl$_{min}$ = $a_{min-PSII} \times P_{max}/t_{PSII} + a_{min-PSI} \times P_{max}/t_{PSI}$.

Light-driven adjustments in cellular pigmentation (figure 9) cause $E_B$-dependent changes in CI relationships because they target light-harvesting capacities while having minimal impacts on light-saturated rates of photosynthesis. In addition, photoacclimation in surface phytoplankton is keyed to the median mixed layer light level, which can vary widely. Consequently, photoacclimation strongly impacts global surface chlorophyll concentrations and is a major contributor to variability in chlorophyll-specific light-saturated photosynthetic rates.

9. PHYTOPLANKTON AND CLIMATE

A central theme in this discussion has been the influence of the integrated growth environment on physiological strategies in phytoplankton and we have assigned distinct CI behaviours to nutrient effects ($E_B$-independent) and light effects ($E_I$-dependent). These two key attributes of the surface growth environment are intimately connected to climate. For example, inorganic carbon varies with SST and salinity, surface nitrate depends on stratification, upwelling, eddy pumping and planetary wave action, iron is uniquely influenced by aeolian dust deposition, and growth irradiance varies with incident light, mixing depth and vertical light attenuation. With these dependencies in mind, we now return to where we started: the satellite chlorophyll record (figure 1).

A path for deconvolving contributions of phytoplankton biomass variability and physiology to global distributions and trends in surface chlorophyll concentrations has recently emerged. In the initial analysis of Behrenfeld et al. (2005) and subsequent study by Westberry et al. (in press), particulate backscattering coefficients derived from satellite ocean colour data using the Garver–Siegel–Maritorena (GSM) inversion algorithm (Garver & Siegel 1997; Maritorena et al. 2002; Siegel et al. 2002) were used to estimate global phytoplankton carbon concentrations. From these data, a direct index of phytoplankton physiology is provided through changes in chlorophyll:carbon (Chl:C) ratios, which we can further dissect into light versus nutrient-temperature effects using global fields of surface mixing depths, attenuation coefficients, incident light levels and a photoacclimation response.
function similar to figure 9 (Behrenfeld et al. 2005). Results from such an interrogation of the satellite data are shown in figure 10.

Monthly anomalies in GSM-based surface chlorophyll concentrations (m$^{-3}$) for the permanently stratified ocean (greater than 15°C) over the first 10 years of the SeaWiFS record. (b) Monthly anomalies in photic zone integrated values from the standard SeaWiFS chlorophyll algorithm (figure 1). Comparison of these data to monthly carbon anomalies (figure 10b) reveals that the initial increase and subsequent decrease in surface chlorophyll from September 1997 to December 2000 (figure 10b—filled
circles, left axis) was largely due to changes in phytoplankton biomass. Since 2001, however, phytoplankton biomass remained essentially constant, while the continued trends in surface chlorophyll (figure 10a) were predominantly due to intracellular changes in pigmentation (figure 10b—open circles, right axis). This remarkable result emphasizes the importance of physiology at the global scale. But we can go a step further. Separating Chl:C variability (figure 10b) into light and nutrient-temperature effects reveals that physiological adjustments in pigmentation between 1997 and 2004 were dominated by photoacclimation responses to varying mixed layer light levels, while the nutrient-temperature component exhibited its largest feature between 2005 and 2007 (figure 10c). This analysis thus illustrates in rich detail global responses of natural phytoplankton populations to climate variations over a decadal period, a complexity hidden from view when analysing chlorophyll data alone. Distinguishing these diverse responses is critical to the accurate assessment of global ocean NPP and assessment of climate change effects as surface nutrient and light conditions are further altered.

10. DEEP TIME TO THE PRESENT
The tireless ubiquitous activities of microscopic photoautotrophs in the global ocean have left an indelible signature on the Earth’s atmosphere. Many of the major events coupling photosynthetic and atmospheric evolution in the distant past are detailed in accompanying articles of this issue. Here, we have looked at the present Earth system from cellular to global scales. We have focused on evolved optimization strategies that maximize growth through the judicious allocation of resources and contrasted nutrient-related strategies with those for light acclimation. We then explored the global expression of nutrient and light using the satellite data, illustrating both the significance of physiological variability in the chlorophyll record and the importance of new satellite analysis techniques for resolving this variability and its link to climate.

From an even broader perspective, global distributions of phytoplankton biomass and growth rates (e.g. figure 2ef) can be seen as representing two very different ecological properties: the former is the consequence of evolution and the latter the impetus for evolution. From deep time to the present, the stage upon which the story of evolution unfolds is at the level of resource acquisition and allocation, where novel solutions to old problems emerge. These solutions alter interspecific competition for resources at the level of the individual. The severity of this competition is expressed far more clearly in patterns of phytoplankton growth rates (figure 2f) than in biomass (figure 2e), but their eventual consequence is to alter biomass yields for a given pool of resources. Biomass, then, is viewed as an expression of the current winners in this struggle for resources. The challenge today is to turn this sequence around and use our understanding of phytoplankton physiology to interpret global-scale changes in observed biological properties. This understanding requires insights into the mechanisms employed by evolved phytoplankton populations that enable survival, and even proliferation, within the integrated growth environments of our contemporary seas.
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ENDNOTE
1During final revisions of this manuscript, we received a preprint from Mackey et al. (in press) demonstrating that electron flow through ‘midstream’ oxidases can represent a large fraction of total photosynthetic electron flow in light-saturated natural mixed populations of marine phytoplankton.
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